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ABSTRACT
Context. Measuring the magnetic helicity distribution in the solar corona can help in understanding the trigger of solar eruptive events
because magnetic helicity is believed to play a key role in solar activity due to its conservation property.
Aims. A new method for computing the photospheric distribution of the helicity flux was recently developed. This method takes into
account the magnetic field connectivity whereas previous methods were based on photospheric signatures only. This novel method
maps the true injection of magnetic helicity in active regions. We applied this method for the first time to an observed active region,
NOAA 11158, which was the source of intense flaring activity.
Methods. We used high–resolution vector magnetograms from the SDO/HMI instrument to compute the photospheric flux transport
velocities and to perform a nonlinear force–free magnetic field extrapolation. We determined and compared the magnetic helicity flux
distribution using a purely photospheric as well as a connectivity–based method.
Results. While the new connectivity–based method confirms the mixed pattern of the helicity flux in NOAA 11158, it also reveals a
different, and more correct, distribution of the helicity injection. This distribution can be important for explaining the likelihood of an
eruption from the active region.
Conclusions. The connectivity–based approach is a robust method for computing the magnetic helicity flux, which can be used to
study the link between magnetic helicity and eruptivity of observed active regions.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic helicity globally characterizes the geometrical proper-
ties of the magnetic field in a volume, generalizing more local
properties such as twist and shear (e.g., Moffatt 1969). Because
of its conservation property (see Berger 1984), magnetic helicity
is believed to play a key role in solar eruptivity. In particular,
it has been argued that magnetic helicity accumulation and/or
annihilation can be involved in the generation and dynamics of
solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs; e.g., Low 1997;
Kusano et al. 2002).
Observationally, evidence of magnetic helicity accumulation
and annihilation can be obtained from studying the photospheric
distribution of the magnetic helicity flux in active regions (ARs)
prior to flaring activity (e.g., Moon et al. 2002; Chae et al. 2004;
LaBonte et al. 2007). Magnetic helicity accumulation is straight-
forward when the helicity flux is uniformly distributed in sign.
In a given magnetic system, a sequential injection of helicity of
different signs would reduce the accumulated helicity. Magnetic
helicity annihilation, by contrast, necessitates a distribution with
opposite helicity fluxes since the annihilation of helicity requires
the reconnection of magnetic domains of opposite helicity. Lin-
ton et al. (2001) showed that magnetic reconnection can release
more energy when it occurs between systems of opposite helic-
ity, and Kusano et al. (2002, 2004) developed a model of solar
flares based on the interaction of magnetic structures of opposite
helicity.
Observational studies were therefore carried out to detect
ARs with opposite helicity fluxes (e.g., Chandra et al. 2010;
Romano et al. 2011; Jing et al. 2012; Vemareddy et al. 2012).
The helicity flux distribution in ARs is measured by computing
a helicity flux density proxy, since helicity is not a local quan-
tity (see Pariat et al. 2005). The proxies usually employed only
require the photospheric evolution of AR vector magnetograms.
These proxies do not allow a direct interpretation of the helicity
flux density distribution when opposite signals of helicity flux
are present, and can even introduce spurious, i.e., fake, signals
(see Pariat et al. 2005, 2007).
Pariat et al. (2005) proposed a new proxy of the helicity flux
density that takes into account the magnetic field connectivity,
and Dalmasse et al. (2013) developed a method to compute such
a proxy in practice. Based on analytical case studies and numer-
ical simulations, they showed that this method can reliably and
accurately determine the injection of helicity, and can reveal the
real mixed signals of the helicity flux. Therefore, this method
should be used to map the helicity flux in observational studies.
As an example, recent observational studies of the photo-
spheric distribution of the magnetic helicity flux in NOAA 11158
found mixed signals of the helicity flux in the AR as reported by
Jing et al. (2012) and Vemareddy et al. (2012). These authors
argued that the pattern can be associated to the injection of op-
posite helicity and that magnetic helicity annihilation can be re-
sponsible for triggering some major flares observed in the AR.
However, they employed the purely photospheric proxy only in-
stead of a connectivity–based helicity flux density method to
compute the photospheric distribution of the helicity flux in the
AR. We can therefore wonder if these mixed signals are real or
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spurious. In particular, how much are the helicity flux distribu-
tion and the signal intensity modified when using a connectivity–
based helicity flux density proxy? Hence, can the obtained helic-
ity flux distribution give hints of the action of magnetic helicity
annihilation in the activity of NOAA 11158?
In the present letter, we address these questions by com-
paring the helicity flux distribution in NOAA 11158 computed
with the purely photospheric as well as the connectivity–based
proxy. We present the first observational application of the
connectivity–based helicity flux density method introduced in
Dalmasse et al. (2013) and test the robustness of this method.
2. Observations and analysis
2.1. Method
Pariat et al. (2005) demonstrated that the helicity flux can be ex-
pressed as the summation of the relative rotation rate of all pairs
of elementary magnetic flux tubes weighted by their magnetic
flux. From this definition, they introduced a purely photospheric
proxy of helicity flux density, Gθ, such that
Gθ(x) = −Bn2pi
∫
S′
((x − x′) × (u − u′)) |n
|x − x′|2 B
′
n dS′ , (1)
where S ′ is the photospheric–surface where the helicity flux is
computed, x and x′ are the photospheric magnetic footpoints of
elementary magnetic flux tubes, B and B′ are their associated
magnetic fields (index n or t denotes the normal or transverse
component of a vector), and u and u′ are their respective flux
transport velocities defined by (e.g., Démoulin & Berger 2003):
u = vt − vnBn Bt , (2)
where v is the photospheric plasma velocity.
Equations (1) and (2) show that at a given time, t, the pho-
tospheric distribution of helicity flux, Gθ, can be computed from
a timeseries of vector magnetograms. However, as pointed out
by Pariat et al. (2005), a helicity flux density is only meaningful
when considering a whole elementary magnetic flux tube/field
line. Such an extension implies taking into account the mag-
netic field connectivity, which is not included in Gθ. To solve
this problem, Pariat et al. (2005) defined a connectivity–based
helicity flux density proxy, GΦ, such that
GΦ(xc± ) =
1
2
(
Gθ(xc± ) +
∣∣∣∣∣∣Bn(xc± )Bn(xc∓ )
∣∣∣∣∣∣Gθ(xc∓ )
)
, (3)
where c is a closed elementary magnetic flux tube, i.e., a field
line, anchored in the photosphere at the magnetic footpoints xc± .
Dalmasse et al. (2013) introduced a method for computing
Equation (3) based on magnetic field line integration, which re-
quires the knowledge of the magnetic field in the volume above
the region of interest. Because magnetic field measurements are
mostly realized at the photospheric level, we performed mag-
netic field extrapolations to obtain the coronal magnetic field and
to compute the photospheric distribution of the magnetic helicity
from Equation (3).
Additionally, we computed the true density of the helicity
flux for each elementary magnetic flux tube c, i.e., the helicity
flux per unit magnetic flux, dhΦ/ dt, defined by (see Pariat et al.
2005)
dhΦ
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
c
=
Gθ(xc+ )
|Bn(xc+ )|
+
Gθ(xc− )
|Bn(xc− )|
. (4)
By definition from Equations (3) and (4), GΦ and dhΦ/ dt
are defined only for closed magnetic field lines. For open mag-
netic field lines, we set GΦ = Gθ and did not compute dhΦ/ dt.
Finally, closed magnetic field lines with Bn(xc± ) lower than 10
gauss at one footpoint were treated as open field lines to avoid
problems related to the presence of bald patches that would re-
sult in very high/infinite values of the helicity flux density, and
that would prevent the conservation of the total helicity flux.
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Fig. 1. Solar active region NOAA 11158 at ∼ 06:28 UT on 2011
February 14. (a) Photospheric vertical magnetic field (Bz) in grayscale
overplotted with the flux transport velocity field (blue/green arrows) and
the polarity labels (red). (b) 3D views of the NLFFF magnetic field ex-
trapolation with selected magnetic field lines. Each field line color cor-
responds to a different quasi–connectivity domain (separated by QSLs;
see Section 4). The orange arrow shows the viewing angle relatively to
panel (a). The magnetic field values are saturated at ±1500 gauss. Solid
pink and dashed cyan lines are ±500 gauss magnetic field isocontours,
respectively.
2.2. Data
NOAA 11158 appeared on 2011 February 10 at the heliographic
coordinates S19 E42. This AR was the result of strong and fast
magnetic flux emergence that resulted in the formation of two
large–scale bipoles, a northern and a southern one (e.g., Schri-
jver et al. 2011). Its emergence was associated to several C-, M-,
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and X-class flares and CMEs during 2011 February 10–20 (e.g.,
Sun et al. 2012).
We used the 12 minute cadence and high–resolution vec-
tor magnetograms from the SDO/HMI instrument at 06:22 and
06:34 UT on 2011 February 14 prior to a C-class flare observed
at 06:51 UT. For both vector magnetograms, the 180◦ ambiguity
was removed using the method of Metcalf et al. (2006). These
vector magnetograms were used to compute the photospheric
flux transport velocity field using the differential affine velocity
estimator for vector magnetograms (DAVE4VM; Schuck 2008)
with a window size of 19 pixels (as in Liu & Schuck 2013).
We assumed that the computed flux transport velocity field is
equivalent to an instantaneous flux transport velocity at ∼ 06:28
UT. We then constructed the associated vector magnetogram by
averaging the magnetic data measurements taken at 06:22 and
06:34 UT (Figure 1a).
We performed a nonlinear force–free magnetic field
(NLFFF) extrapolation to obtain the coronal magnetic field from
the vector magnetogram at ∼ 06:28 UT using the magnetofric-
tional relaxation method developed in Valori et al. (2005, 2010).
The data were first rebinned to 1′′ per pixel and preprocessed
toward the force–free condition using the method of Fuhrmann
et al. (2007). The extrapolation domain covers ∼ 208 × 202 ×
145 Mm3. A set of selected magnetic field lines is represented
in Figure 1b.
3. Results
In the following, the positive and negative polarities of the north-
ern or southern bipole are referred to as NP and NN, or SP and
SN, respectively (see Figure 1a).
The full photospheric xy-domain of the NLFFF extrapolation
was considered to derive the helicity flux density maps displayed
in Figure 2. In this domain, the closed magnetic field — for
which GΦ has been computed — encloses 73% of the total un-
signed magnetic flux. The remaining magnetic flux corresponds
to open–like magnetic fields (see Section 2.1). These regions,
where GΦ = Gθ, are mainly located at the eastern and western
extremities of the AR.
We compared the total fluxes computed from bothGθ andGΦ
maps displayed in Figure 2. The helicity flux of the closed mag-
netic field and the total helicity flux computed with the proxy
Gθ are 3.7 × 1021 Wb2 s−1 and 2.3 × 1021 Wb2 s−1, respectively.
The total helicity flux is lower because of the strong contribu-
tion of negative helicity in the open magnetic field. The same
fluxes computed with the proxy GΦ are 3.9 × 1021 Wb2 s−1 and
2.5 × 1021 Wb2 s−1. The ratio of these fluxes computed with GΦ
compared withGθ are 1.05 and 1.08, respectively. Therefore, the
global helicity flux between the two proxies agrees very well.
In Figure 2b, the GΦ map also displays mixed signals. This
implies that there are real mixed signs of the helicity flux in
the AR, as found in previous studies (e.g., Jing et al. 2012;
Vemareddy et al. 2012). However, the distribution is different
from the results of the Gθ map (Figure 2a) except in the re-
gions of open magnetic fields. In SN, the weak positive sig-
nal has almost entirely been replaced by negative helicity flux.
In NP, GΦ presents enhanced positive values on the left side
and an intrusion of negative values in the central part. Fi-
nally, the weak negative signal present between NN and SP
in Gθ (≈ −2.5 × 106 Wb2 m−2 s−1) is now positive in GΦ
(≈ 2.5 × 106 Wb2 m−2 s−1). Otherwise, the distribution of GΦ
and Gθ is similar in NN and SP because field lines are linking
similar values of Gθ.
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Fig. 2. Solar active region NOAA 11158 at ∼ 06:28 UT on
2011 February 14. (a,b) Helicity flux density distributions in units of
107 Wb2 m−2 s−1 with the same color scale: (a) Gθ and (b) GΦ maps.
All photospheric maps are overplotted with ±500 gauss isocontours of
Bz.
Considering only the closed magnetic field, we summed the
positive and then the negative helicity flux signals for both Gθ
and GΦ. We found that the ratio of these fluxes computed
with GΦ compared with Gθ are 0.84 and 0.57, respectively. We
summed the absolute value of these positive and negative fluxes
to obtain the total unsigned helicity flux for both GΦ and Gθ, and
found a ratio equal to 0.76. Overall, it shows that the intensity of
the signal in Gθ tends to be overestimated.
In Figure 3, we represent the 3D distribution of the helic-
ity flux density per elementary magnetic flux tubes/field lines.
In this figure, each magnetic field line is colored according to
the associated true helicity flux density computed from Equa-
tion (4). The 3D representation of the true helicity flux density
shows us that the helicity flux density map (Figure 2b) is the re-
sult of two magnetic structures of strong opposite helicity flux:
an inner system with positive helicity flux overlaid by an outer
system of negative helicity flux.
We also computed the helicity flux distribution using a po-
tential magnetic field extrapolation. The results also show mixed
helicity flux signals. Compared with the NLFFF case, the differ-
ences are mostly located in the highly sheared region between
SP and NN where the electric currents are the strongest. In par-
ticular, the intensity of the signal is different, but not its sign.
This mutual consistency between the application to potential and
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Fig. 3. Two 3D views of the NLFFF magnetic field extrapolations with
the same selected magnetic field lines as in Figure 1b. Field lines are
colored according to their associated helicity flux density value com-
puted from Equation (4), red or blue for positive or negative values.
The values are saturated at ±1.5 × 108 Wb s−1. Arrows show the view-
ing angles relative to Figure 1 (orange) and to the bottom panel (white).
NLFFF extrapolations, together with the tests performed in Dal-
masse et al. (2013), provides us with additional confidence that
our method for computing GΦ is robust when applied to obser-
vational data.
4. Conclusions and discussion
We presented the first observational application of a
connectivity–based helicity flux density proxy to NOAA
11158 using the method developed in Dalmasse et al. (2013).
We showed that the method can be reliably applied to obser-
vational data, and should be used to monitor the injection of
magnetic helicity in ARs.
By computing the photospheric mapping of the helicity flux
using this method with an NLFFF extrapolation, we provided di-
rect and reliable evidence that real opposite helicity fluxes were
observed in NOAA 11158 on 2011 February 14. However, the
intensity and the distribution of the helicity flux are different
from what has been found in previous studies (Jing et al. 2012;
Vemareddy et al. 2012). The connectivity–based helicity flux
density proxy shows that (1) the intensity of the fluxes tends to
be overestimated with Gθ, and (2) that two magnetic structures
with opposite helicity flux are present, one on top of the other.
Although it is not included here, we computed the photo-
spheric mapping of quasi–separatrix layers (QSLs; see review
by Démoulin 2006, and references therein). These are regions of
sharp gradients of the magnetic field connectivity and are pref-
erential sites for current layers formation, and thus, for magnetic
reconnection (e.g., Janvier et al. 2013). Comparing the QSLs
mapping with the distribution of helicity flux, we found several
locations where the interface between the regions of opposite he-
licity flux coincides with QSLs. One such particularly interest-
ing region is located in the northern part of the southern bipole.
There, we found a flux rope (green field lines in Figure 1b)
linking SN to SP, with a net positive helicity flux (Figure 3).
The negative footpoints of this flux rope are below surrounding
twisted and arcade field lines (purple field lines on the north of
SP in Figure 1b) which are associated to a strong negative helic-
ity flux (Figure 3). Hence, the helicity flux pattern could possi-
bly play a role in the initiation and dynamics of the C-class flare
observed in this region at 06:51 UT, i.e., 20 minutes after our
extrapolation and helicity injection map. Assuming that these
opposite helicity fluxes correspond to a transfer of opposite he-
licity from the convection zone toward the corona, NOAA 11158
would be a good candidate for studying solar eruptivity related to
magnetic helicity annihilation (e.g., Kusano et al. 2002, 2004).
Overall, the temporal evolution study of the connectivity–
based helicity flux density and of the helicity flux density per
elementary magnetic flux tube is needed to obtain information
on the role of helicity injection in the flaring activity observed
in ARs, and on the nature of the emerging magnetic flux tube(s)
creating these ARs.
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